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Abstract

Boredom, while often casually attributed to non-human animals by both laypeople and scientists, has received little empirical study in this context. It is sometimes dismissed by others as anthropomorphic or a trivial concern in comparison to other welfare problems faced in captivity. Recent work on human boredom, however, has led to evidence that, far from being trivial, it can have serious consequences in the form of risky behaviour and reduced physical as well as mental health, and potentially contributes to social problems. Research on mink, supported by older literature on farm and laboratory animals, suggests that monotonous, stimulus-poor environments can induce an increased motivation for diverse stimuli, consistent with the experience of boredom. This experience is likely to be aversive and may lead to problems such as depression-like states or self-injurious behaviour if not addressed. Boredom should therefore be treated as an important welfare concern. Research is needed to find practical ways of identifying this state and to determine how widespread it is across species and which animals are most at risk. Possible ways of alleviating or avoiding this problem include offering animals in our care a choice in the level of stimulation they experience and opportunities to experience appropriate cognitive challenge.
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Introduction

Boredom is… the shriek of unused capacities.
Saul Bellow, The Adventures of Augie March (1949)

Many members of the general public do not hesitate to attribute emotional states, such as boredom, to their pets and, perhaps less ubiquitously, to other animals they encounter, such as those in zoos and aquaria. Scientists, too, have referred to boredom as a welfare concern in captive animals for decades (eg Wood-Gush & Beilharz 1983). However, other scientists believe that such statements are anthropomorphic (eg Anderson 2004; Harfeld 2013), and indeed there has been little systematic research on the topic of boredom in non-humans to justify using the term. This leaves us with a few major questions. First, can animals really experience boredom? If so, which ones do? Finally, how much does it matter?

The topic of whether non-human animals (hereafter simply called ‘animals’) subjectively experience any affective states in the same way as humans do is complex and has been covered elsewhere (eg Mendl & Paul 2004). The general consensus, supported by behavioural, physiological and neurobiological evidence as well as evolutionary arguments, is that other animals are capable of experiencing emotions (Low et al 2012). While animals may not have analogues of every human emotional state, if they can experience states such as fear and frustration, there seems little reason to dismiss the possibility they might also exhibit boredom-like states.

In this paper, I will briefly review our understanding of boredom and its symptoms based on humans, and how this has been applied to animals. This includes a discussion of the ongoing challenges with assessing boredom in this context. I will then outline why boredom is important to animal welfare, and finally suggest some possible approaches to addressing the problem.

What is boredom and how is it detected?

The concept and its assessment in humans

Boredom, as traditionally defined based on human experience, is essentially a negative affective state caused by a lack of desired stimulation or behavioural opportunities. It can be divided into that which is extrinsically caused by such situations and that which stems from intrinsic causes, such as attentional difficulties, that can make it difficult to engage in meaningful activity (Eastwood et al 2012); the latter is what the French would call ennui. Boredom bears some similarity to, but can be distinguished from, frustration (Mikulas & Vodanovich 1993; van Tilburg & Igou 2017). It is consistently self-reported by most people in situations where behavioural opportunities are constrained and little variation in stimulation is available, in either the long or short term (see, eg Berlyne 1960). Extremely ‘boring’ situations, such as
sensory deprivation seem to lower the threshold for stimuli to elicit interest; for example, people under these conditions would ask for stimuli they would otherwise find dull, such as recorded stock market reports (Bexton 1953). However, the likelihood of a given situation or level of monotony resulting in boredom differs between and within individuals (e.g. Drory 1982; Mercer-Lynn et al 2014).

As with other emotions, the subjective experience of boredom is likely accompanied by cognitive, behavioural and physiological changes (see Mendl et al 2010). It is associated with a perception of time passing slowly, sometimes used in self-report measures as a proxy for boredom itself. Behaviourally, symptoms range from lethargy to restlessness, both within and between individuals, and physiologically, both increases and decreases in arousal levels relative to people not experiencing boredom are sometimes reported (for reviews, see Russell 1983; Eastwood et al 2012). Changes in arousal may vary depending on whether the situation is seen as avoidable (inducing agitation and high arousal: Mercer-Lynn et al 2014), or whether boredom is induced by low levels of stimulation versus monotonous but intense stimulation (Berlyne 1960). There seems to have been little direct comparison of the different situations that can result in boredom to elucidate these relationships. In general, though, bored people seem to experience periods of dullness or drowsiness interrupted by periods of irritability or attempting to attain stimulation (Berlyne 1960; Burn 2017), with the lethargy perhaps increasing over time (Inglis 1983). Helplessness and/or apathy is hypothesised to develop if no satisfying stimulation is found (Wemelsfelder 2005).

It is thus unclear from the literature whether any specific symptoms beyond the aversive feeling and perception of the situation as deficient in novel or variable stimulation are definitional requirements of boredom. Some frameworks focus on the role of meaning (Eastwood et al 2012), going back to Viktor Frankl’s theory (1985; originally published in 1946) that people’s affective response to a situation depends on the meaning or purpose they find in it. Relatively monotonous tasks or situations can be well-tolerated if people perceive a purpose in them (e.g. astronauts on long-duration space missions: Britt et al 2017; similar arguments could be made for parents caring for newborns or scientists choosing to conduct repetitive tests and observations), and self-reported ‘purpose in life’ has been shown to negatively correlate with tendency to experience boredom (Weinstein et al 1995; Melton & Schulenberg 2007).

Some authors have suggested that boredom should be divided into subtypes that would explain the contradictory results regarding arousal levels. For example, Malkovsky and colleagues (2012) describe two types of boredom-prone individuals: an ‘agitated’ type, wherein people who typically exhibit high arousal and attention deficits or hyperactivity are highly susceptible to the extrinsically caused form of boredom described above, and an ‘apathetic’ type, wherein people with lower arousal may be more prone to boredom from intrinsic causes. Fahlman et al (2013), by contrast, proposed a scale for measuring state (as opposed to trait) boredom that considers arousal changes in either direction (high and low arousal) in combination with the cognitive features of the state (labelled disengagement, inattention and time perception). The authors argue that since either high or low arousal could be indicative of boredom even within individuals, as the literature described above suggests, both should be considered.

Regardless of how it is defined, boredom is now perceived, at least in the Western world, as a very common human experience, inspiring a plethora of books and popular press articles in recent years. Evidence supports this belief, although some aspects of susceptibility to boredom are culturally variable (Sundberg et al 1991; Gaygısız 2010; Ng et al 2015). Some have argued that it was not experienced by all humans but rather is a strictly modern phenomenon, arising after the Industrial Revolution when people began to have more time unfilled by tasks necessary to keep themselves and their families alive (Toohey 2011). Similarly, boredom has been suggested to be increasing in prevalence over time as technological advances increase the amount of novel stimulation available such that novelty becomes routine, and focusing on meaningful stimulation becomes more difficult (e.g. Aho 2007). The word ‘boredom’ did not even exist in English until the 18th century (Burn 2017; Oxford English Dictionary 2017). Nonetheless, the philosopher Seneca’s description of life feeling sickeningly monotonous (1917; p 181) written in the first century suggests that something like this state did exist in the ancient world (typically described by the Latin word *taedia* [tedium]), although Seneca instead termed it ‘nausea’: Toohey 2011).

One might question whether we should expect other species to experience an emotion that may not even be universal among humans. However, captive animals often face a situation equivalent to that of modern humans: when most basic physical needs are being met by their human caretakers and little time needs to or even can be spent in acquiring food or searching for mates, they are left with more ‘unfilled’ time (with no urgent motivation to perform any specific behaviour) than their species likely encountered throughout most of their evolutionary history. Because of this lack of evolutionary preparation and therefore adaptive mechanisms to respond to the absence of immediate biological needs, McFarland (1989) hypothesised that animals would likely find this state, which he called ‘limbo’, aversive (see, also, Webster 2005 for agreement and a discussion of how this might be manifest).

**What evidence do we have of boredom in animals?**

With colleagues, I set out to define boredom operationally in such a way that we could investigate the possibility of its existence in non-human animals. The contradictory behavioural signs and arousal changes in humans make such investigation challenging; human studies of boredom typically rely on self-report as the principal measure. Nevertheless, the central component of boredom is a lack of stimulation at the level or degree of variability preferred. Therefore, evidence of motivation for general stimulation should be a consistent symptom of this state. We focused on this key symptom, defining boredom as “a negative [emotional] state induced by barren conditions that causes
an increased, generalised interest in diverse stimuli” (Meagher et al. 2017). Other ethologists have proposed similar definitions (Kirkden 2000), although following the human models above, some have suggested that demonstrating sub-optimal (or declining) arousal as the physiological component of the emotion is also essential (Burn 2017). These definitions and the associated empirical work have focused on the extrinsically caused form of boredom, since this allows for experimental manipulation and validation of whether the situation is aversive.

Based on our definition, we assessed interest in diverse stimuli in American mink (Neovison vison) (Meagher & Mason 2012; Meagher et al. 2017). The use of multiple types of stimulus was important for establishing that the mink were motivated for change generally, rather than the stimulus allowing them to fulfil a specific frustrated motivation (Mason & Burn 2018). Stimuli ranged from those predicted a priori to be aversive to mink, such as cues from natural predators or puffs of air, to those predicted to be rewarding, such as prey cues or a moving object to chase; some novel stimuli with no obvious biological relevance were judged to be neutral. Our indicators of ‘interest’ were time oriented to, in contact with, and latency to contact the stimuli. Mink housed in then-standard, non-enriched farm cages (simple rectangular cages furnished only with a nest-box) were expected to show more of these indicators of interest than those housed in large, structurally complex cages with new manipulable items added periodically; these cages had been shown to improve welfare and mink would work to gain access to them (Dallaire et al. 2012). The findings accorded with this prediction, with the housing effects on boredom-like responses most consistently found using the time oriented to and in contact with stimuli rather than latencies to contact.

Older work typically investigated only one stimulus at a time but provided similar evidence that animals in restricted captive environments are motivated for stimulation. For example, rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) will perform operant behaviour for visual stimulation (Butler 1953) and rats (Rattus norvegicus), for simple changes in light intensity (reviewed by Berlyne 1960). Several species seem to seek out stimulation, in ways ranging from increased exploratory behaviour (eg pigs [Sus scrofa]: Stolba & Wood-Gush 1980; Bracke & Spoolder 2008; calves: Mackay & Wood-Gush 1980; female rats: Zimbardo & Montgomery 1957) to changes in diet (increased voluntary salt intake in horses [Equus caballus]: Porvaldsdottir 2014).

In summary, the evidence suggests that many farm and laboratory animals will work to obtain stimulation, and this may suggest that they experience an aversive, boredom-like state when exposed to monotonous or stimulus-poor environments. If this is the case, boredom is likely to be an animal welfare problem.

What still needs to be done?

More systematic work looking at responses to a range of stimuli is still needed to test how widespread this state is across species when housed in monotonous conditions. Ideally, this research will incorporate additional welfare indicators, to see whether the motivation as assessed by these arrays of tests is truly associated with poor welfare on an individual level, and to assess convergent validity of other putative boredom indicators. Burn (2017) reviews the array of potential indicators that could be used to study not only the motivation for novel stimuli or conversely, the aversion to monotonous, stimulus-poor environments (eg preference and cognitive bias tests and sensation-seeking behaviour), but also other likely signs of boredom. This includes indicators for changes in arousal; disrupted sleep; and slowed perception of time to reflect the feeling of time ‘dragging’ reported by bored humans, measured through means such as interval timing paradigms or earlier onset of anticipatory behaviour (Burn 2017).

Several challenges must be confronted in this research. To employ the technique of assessing responses to diverse stimuli, there is a need to identify stimuli that are aversive, neutral or rewarding for the species in question, which has proven challenging (Meagher et al. 2017). Ideal measures of boredom might also include physiological components to better capture the multi-dimensional nature of the state (cf Fahlman et al. 2013), as suggested above. Based on the symptoms described in humans, we might typically expect bored animals to show low or declining average levels of arousal (evident in, eg decreasing beta waves and increasing alpha waves in EEG: Burn 2017). This pattern may nonetheless vary with situation (stimulus deprivation or monotony; see, The concept and its assessment in humans). For animals, then, the declining pattern is most likely to occur in barren cages on farms or in homes, and less likely in environments where there are high levels of disturbance yet limited behavioural opportunities (eg some shelters). The other challenge with arousal measures is choosing timelines over which to conduct the work to test these hypotheses. For effects of long-term housing, this may be difficult given the expectation that declines will not be smooth and constant, and the possibility that arousal that has already reached a stable low level might in fact better characterise resulting apathy. Finally, the proposed behavioural indicators of the state are not specific to boredom: both disrupted sleep and abnormal behaviour, for example, can have many causes (as acknowledged by Burn 2017). Perhaps for this reason, the locomotor stereotypies studied in the mink were not reliably linked to boredom-like states (Meagher et al. 2017). One of Burn’s suggested solutions is to attribute abnormal repetitive behaviours to boredom after ruling out other suspected causes, and indeed, we do need to ensure that any single symptom, such as abnormal behaviour or a response to a particular type of stimulus cannot be explained by a specific frustrated motivation rather than a general motivation for stimulation before ascribing it to boredom. However, identifying and ruling out each possible motivation may be difficult and time-consuming, and so there is some danger ‘boredom’ will continue to be used as a sort of ‘catch-all’ explanation for unexplained undesirable behaviours (as for, eg by laypeople discussing crib-biting in horses: Litva et al. 2010), rather...
than to refer to a clearly defined and measurable state. It is thus important that further research is done to identify patterns of indicators that can be combined to help to distinguish boredom from other negative states, and to better understand its causes across species.

Beyond these theoretical difficulties, various challenges certainly also remain for implementing measurements of boredom as a component of practical welfare assessments. Intensive testing of responses to an array of stimuli is obviously difficult under time and other practical constraints. Measuring slowed time perception, as suggested by Burn (2017), while of great fundamental interest, is similarly time-consuming and currently requires an intensive period of training the animals. Many measures of arousal, such as EEG recordings, are also impractical for applied settings. While our mink research suggests that some spontaneous behaviour, such as alert inactivity, could reflect boredom, this relationship has thus far puzzlingly been present only under enriched housing conditions and not those in which boredom would be expected to be a larger problem (Meagher et al 2017). Ideally, easily observable spontaneous behaviours can be identified; this might include behaviour such as yawning (Burn 2017) or even facial expressions. Qualitative behaviour analysis is one suggested method of practical assessment but has not yet been validated (Meagher et al 2017).

Is boredom a ‘lesser evil’?

Apathy is the condition of not caring. Boredom… boredom is just a slumber one can be roused from

Jacob Tierney, The Trotsky (2010)

Given the evidence that many captive animals experience fear, pain, and perhaps depression-like states, which are widely accepted as serious welfare problems, boredom might be considered a lesser of many evils. In humans, too, boredom has received less scientific attention than other common negative states have (see, eg, Eastwood et al 2012). This is perhaps unsurprising, since it is not in itself a disorder, as depression and clinical anxiety are. It has been judged as comparatively less intense in theoretical frameworks of emotions (Plutchik 2001), and to have a weaker negative valence than other common negative emotional states, such as depression or anger (as rated by laypeople in the United States: von Tilburg & Igou 2017) Boredom should also be easily reversible, as the above quote implies, whereas states like depression are much harder to treat. On the other hand, unalleviated boredom in humans can have serious sequelae, as outlined below, which have led Eastwood and colleagues (2012) to argue that boredom should no longer be dismissed as ‘trivial’; a similar case has been made for animals (Wemelsfelder 2005).

Associated emotional and physical health problems in humans

People who are prone to boredom exhibit higher rates of depression and anxiety, as well as physical health problems that can be attributed to somatisation, such as headaches (Sommers & Vodanovich 2000). Boredom has also been linked to loneliness (for a review, see Bloomfield & Kennedy 2006), although the direction of causality has not been established. Furthermore, boredom can complicate other health problems, as reviewed by Eastwood and colleagues (2012): it impedes treatment of psychiatric disorders and brain injury (eg Todman 2003; Frasca et al 2013 report a similar effect from lack of environmental enrichment, which may induce boredom).

Potentially harmful behavioural consequences in humans

Boredom may cause harm both directly and indirectly through its behavioural effects. It has been linked to lower physical activity (Britton & Shipley 2010). It can impair concentration in dangerous situations (eg truck drivers: Drory 1982), and is reported to motivate intentional risky or self-harming behaviour, from bungee jumping (Michel et al 1997) to drug abuse (eg Samuels & Samuels 1974; Abiona et al 2015) or risky sexual behaviour (eg German & Latkin 2012; Abiona et al 2015) — part of a phenomenon known as sensation-seeking. Even temporary boredom resulting from monotonous tasks induces some people to self-administer mild electric shocks (Wilson et al 2014; Havermans et al 2015; Nederkoorn et al 2016). More long-term boredom (Chapman et al 2006) or conditions that may induce it (solitary confinement, which involves lack of stimulation plus social deprivation: Kaba et al 2014) has been linked to increased risk of more serious self-harm, and to suicide risk (Malsberger 2000). On a societal level, boredom is believed to contribute to problems such as violence (eg in prison populations: HM Chief Inspector of Prisons 2015; between nursing home residents: Snellgrove et al 2013; even suggested as a cause of glorifying war: Kustermans & Ringmar 2011). Ultimately, perhaps through some combination of the emotional, physical and behavioural effects, boredom may even reduce lifespan (Bloomfield & Kennedy 2006; Britton & Shipley 2010).

What consequences can be expected in animals?

The mechanisms by which boredom endangers mental and physical health in humans are not fully understood. It is possible that some of the more serious consequences, such as depression and severe self-harm, are mediated by the perceived lack of meaning in people’s lives (Malsberger 2000; Bloomfield & Kennedy 2006), potentially making it less likely that similar patterns would be very widespread across species. Although it has not been directly studied, however, we do have some reason to believe that boredom could have detrimental effects on animals.

Similar changes in behaviour to those that cause indirect harms in humans might be seen. While risk-taking per se and its negative consequences have not been directly demonstrated as a consequence of stimulus-poor housing or monotony in animals, increased novelty-seeking or exploration like that described above in such housing conditions is typically considered risky under natural conditions (eg Reader 2015) or is accompanied by reduced risk avoidance (for example, see Toledo-Rodriguez & Sandi 2011 but cf van
der Staay et al 2017). While captive animals typically face few life-threatening risks, this behaviour could still pose some danger. Similarly, at both the group and individual levels, there is some evidence consistent with the idea that bored animals, like bored humans, might make choices that would ultimately be bad for their health, such as abusing drugs, if given the chance. Animals housed in barren environments are more likely to consume and prefer ethanol (eg de Carvalho et al 2010) and have a higher preference for and response to cocaine (Zakharova et al 2009; Nader et al 2012). Some rats in individual housing will self-administer corticosterone, suggesting they are seeking higher arousal, even activation of systems typically associated with stress (Piazza et al 1993). Bored animals, like people, might even also eat unhealthy diets given the choice: lack of enrichment has been linked to increased salt intake, as stated above, and to sucrose-seeking behaviour (van der Harst et al 2003; Grimm et al 2008; de Carvalho et al 2010). The mink in non-enriched conditions that induced signs of boredom also ate more treats (Meagher & Mason 2012).

A greater concern in most captive environments is that boredom has been hypothesised to cause direct self-harm (eg primates: Honess & Marin 2006; turtles: Burghardt 2013). Consistent with this hypothesis, the most exploratory farmed mink in one study were also the most likely to perform abnormal self-directed tail-biting behaviour, which can cause injury (Svendsen et al 2013); this could be explained by individuals which are the most motivated to explore suffering more from boredom in standard farm cages (see Mettke-Hoffmann 2000, for a similar relationship between exploration and feather-plucking in parrots). Environmental enrichment for primates can reduce social aggression and self-harm (for a review, see Honess & Marin 2006). Boredom could even be one factor contributing to the finding that barren-housed mice (Mus musculus) and isolation-housed rats have shorter lifespans (Menich & Baron 1984; Arranz et al 2010), although it is unlikely to be the sole cause.

Aside from any potential damage to health and longevity, boredom per se is a concern given the growing recognition that good welfare is not merely the absence of negative states, but also the presence of positive ones (eg Mench 1998). While boredom is in itself a negative state, it also reflects a perceived monotony, which implies that there are no pleasant interruptions to the routine. If captive animals are kept in ways that do not offer positive breaks from monotony, and experience a perceptual slowing of time like that described in bored humans above, they might experience life as very long, as well as of very poor quality. The evidence above of their motivation for even very basic forms of variety indicates that they do find such situations aversive. Altogether, the evidence and our theoretical understanding suggest that while very short-term state boredom may be a lesser concern than some of the better-studied welfare problems experienced by captive animals, if allowed to persist, it could have a serious impact on lifetime welfare. The state and its possible correlates need to be better understood in order to more effectively judge its relative importance in overall welfare (see Fraser 1995; Webster 2005, for discussion of how such judgements are made).

**Are some animals more likely to experience boredom than others?**

What evidence we have of boredom-like symptoms in captive animals comes largely from a small number of mammalian species, and more systematic testing is needed to determine how widespread a problem this is at both the species and individual level. There are, however, evolutionary and ecological hypotheses that predict which animals might be most at risk, and when. These can be divided into hypotheses regarding innate or permanent differences between species and individuals, and those on changes within the lifetime of the animal.

**Innate boredom susceptibility**

Two hypotheses regarding innate risk of boredom have been outlined previously (Meagher & Mason 2012; Burn 2017). First, given that boredom is hypothesised to motivate exploration of new environments and resources (see Burn 2017), one might predict that generalist, opportunistic species, which are adapted to make use of a wide range of habitats and foods (see Mettke-Hoffmann 2014), might be more susceptible. Second, another hypothesised function of boredom is to motivate innovation (Lilley et al 2017), which suggests that particularly intelligent and innovative animals might suffer most when not given opportunities to exercise these abilities (Mason et al 2013; Burn 2017). Characteristics, such as intelligence, may predict boredom susceptibility at the individual level, as well. Individual humans certainly differ in how easily they get bored, known as ‘boredom proneness’, a trait which correlates positively with other well-established personality traits including extraversion and impulsivity (see Zuckerman 1971). The idea that it may be linked to intelligence has attracted considerable interest, although relationships in both directions have been predicted. Intelligent people might desire more stimulation to occupy their minds, as suggested above for animals, but also be better able to entertain themselves, whether by thinking through problems or coming up with innovative ways to provide their own stimulation (see Leong & Schnelle 1993; Harris 2000). Evidence in either direction is somewhat limited, although some early studies suggested intelligence was a risk factor for boredom in workers (see Drory 1982). Intelligence is, in some cases, positively correlated with sensation-seeking (eg Ripa et al 2001), and relatedly, with use of stimulant drugs (Carrol & Zuckerman 1977), consistent with a higher motivation for stimulation. The causal relationship could go both ways: sensation-seeking early in life has been found to predict later IQ, which was suggested to be due to sensation-seeking resulting in ‘enrichment’ and therefore enhanced cognitive development (Raine et al 2002). On the other hand, Cladellas et al (2017) report a negative relationship between sensation-seeking and academic performance when measured at the same time. This might be taken as support for the hypothesis that more intelligent people get bored less, and therefore seek external stimulation less, but intelligence is not necessarily reflected in academic performance.
Comparative evidence across species is currently too limited to draw firm conclusions on intelligence and species ecology as risk factors. Burn (2017) discusses ways in which these hypotheses could be tested, which could strengthen the predictions. The limited evidence we do have suggests that perhaps generalist species are particularly likely to seek stimulation in captivity (Kirkden 2000; Mason et al. 2013). Less is known about relationships between exploratory behaviour or sensation-seeking and intelligence in animals. This is due, in part, to the struggle to agree on a definition of intelligence and way to measure it as a unitary concept rather than relying on similarity to human abilities (see, for example, van Horik & Emery 2011) — a challenge which is likewise faced to some degree in human research (see, for example, Sternberg 2000). Nonetheless, if these hypotheses regarding species’ differences are correct, there are important implications. Some of the species that would be predicted to be at high risk might pose quite a challenge for alleviating boredom. Octopus (Octopus dofleini), for example, are widely recognised to be intelligent, are typically generalists (Mather et al. 2012) and neophilic (Mather & Anderson 1999), but are so removed from humans that it may prove difficult to identify their needs.

Changes in boredom susceptibility within the lifetime

In addition to such innate differences, age and experience might play a role in determining animals’ preferred levels of stimulation. Susceptibility to boredom might therefore be expected to vary with age or developmental stage. In humans, teenagers notoriously often complain of boredom (see, for example, Shaw et al. 1996). Sensation-seeking typically peaks during adolescence, with trajectories differing by sex in ways that mirror other aspects of maturation (Shulman et al. 2015). Evidence suggests that this may have more to do with situational factors than physiological development (Romer 2010); one such factor might be that this is an age when they are first being exposed to much of the adult world and have not learned to control impulsive responses to it. A similar pattern could be predicted in animals, since the juvenile period is similarly a time of exposure to new environments and using this period for exploration and information-gathering before needing to survive on their own is likely to be adaptive (see, for example, Miller et al. 2015). Juveniles of some species do exhibit more curiosity than mature animals do (for a review, see Hall et al. 2018). A higher exploratory motivation, as suggested above, is expected to make animals more prone to boredom when information-gathering is not possible.

Prior experience is also known to influence exploratory tendencies (for a review, see Reader 2015), and may generally influence the preferred level of stimulation or arousal (eg Lockard & Haer 1968; Wemelsfelder & Birke 1997). Early experience can affect traits related to boredom-proneness, such as response to novelty, impulsivity and risk-taking in rodents, but evidence for the direction of these effects is somewhat mixed (eg Berardo et al. 2016; Garcia et al. 2017 report a relevant trait was increased in stressed or barren-housed males but Ferland et al. 2014 found it decreased). The early environment also affects cognitive traits, such as innovation or problem-solving ability, suggested above to be relevant to boredom (eg Quinn et al. 2016). All of this suggests that previously experienced environments are likely to play a role in determining whether an animal will experience boredom in its current environment. This poses a potential problem because we generally advocate providing stimulating environments for young animals to aid in development and improve adult welfare (eg Schrijver et al. 2002; Meagher et al. 2015), but these animals might then develop intelligence and skills for which they will have no use — the ‘unused capacities’ of which Bellow (1949) spoke. If higher levels of intelligence are indeed linked to increased susceptibility to boredom, or if a complex early environment simply sets a preference for a higher typical level of stimulation, this creates an ethical quandary unless we can continue to offer adequate stimulation throughout the animal’s lifetime.

Working towards solutions

Where we find evidence that captive animals are experiencing boredom-like states, the obvious next step is to find ways of alleviating it or preventing it for future animals in the same setting. To begin with alleviation, the most obvious means by which this could be accomplished is environmental enrichment, which can increase overall stimulation or behavioural opportunities. Although this is already commonly recognised, the approach to enrichment might be tailored differently for reducing boredom than it is for addressing other welfare problems such as specific frustrations. When there is a specific behavioural need to target, typically this would suggest one or a few possible substrates to offer, which is not the case with boredom. Instead, a guiding principle might be to consider what capacities the species has in the wild and which ones are not being developed or put to use in the captive environment. Such capacities might include specific skills reflected in the obvious, species-specific, and relatively stereotyped specific behaviour patterns which animals are likely intrinsically motivated to perform (and whose prevention is thus more likely to lead to specific frustration; Mason & Burn 2018), but also more general, flexible capacities including mental abilities. Disuse of the latter might be more likely to lead to boredom, although this hypothesis still needs testing. Fraser (1999) suggested that such an approach to improving animal management would be an appropriate way of applying the concept of telos (the essential nature of the animal) raised in ethical discussions regarding animals in animal welfare science. Considering boredom reduction from this perspective might influence both the type of enrichment offered, and the way in which it is presented.

With regard to how to present enrichments, predictability is one aspect that must be considered. If boredom is brought about by a lack of novel or ‘surprising’ stimulation, as found in monotonous environments (Berlyne 1960), then providing variable, less predictable stimulation would clearly address this. However, this strategy needs to be employed carefully; it is well established that unpredictability can cause stress, as in the case of unpredictable aversive events, or frustration, which is often seen when formerly predictable appetitive stimuli are not presented.
when expected (for a review, see Bassett & Buchanan-Smith 2007). Beneficial unpredictability has been studied less, but Bassett and Buchanan-Smith (2007) do conclude that using unpredictable schedules for appetitive stimuli such as food might improve welfare. The optimal level of predictability seems likely to vary not only with the type of stimulus involved but also between species and individuals (Morgan & Tromborg 2007), including their past experience with predictability (Bassett & Buchanan-Smith 2007). The question, then, is how can we reduce the risk of boredom for animals in our care without causing undue stress to those that are less boredom-prone and more fearful?

Offering choice or control over the experience of enrichment could resolve this problem. Not only does it reduce the risk of inducing stress in animals whose preferred levels of stimulation are lower, because they are not forced to interact with the stimuli, but the choice itself may improve welfare (see Franks & Higgins 2012) and could therefore be considered a form of enrichment. Giving animals such control is one means of allowing them agency, which has been defined as “inner-motivated… engagement with the environment” (Śpinka 2019; this issue). Such agency has been suggested to be a key element of animal welfare (Śpinka & Wemelsfelder 2011). Although this argument regarding animals has not referred to boredom specifically, there is a growing perception that such engagement is key to avoiding boredom in humans (Eastwood et al 2012; Falman et al 2013). It has been suggested that the high incidence of boredom in adolescent humans is not just due to exposure to novelty and elevated motivation to explore but the fact that these coincide with the adolescents having limited autonomy or control over how they spend their time (Eastwood et al 2012). In a comparison between countries, too, more ‘hierarchical’ cultures in which individuals may perhaps feel less autonomous have been linked to higher prevalence of boredom (Gaygisiz 2010), and sensation-seeking has been linked individually to need for autonomy (Zuckerman & Link 1968). Boredom, then, could be hypothesised to be one negative consequence of loss of agency in animals as well, such that offering enrichments in ways that afford animals choice would not only resolve the problem of within-group differences in abilities or preferred stimulation levels but also potentially address a deeper underlying cause of boredom.

In terms of what type of stimuli to offer to best promote long-term engagement, cognitive enrichment might be ideal. Cognitive challenge, at a level appropriate to the abilities of the animals, has been suggested as important to long-term welfare because it allows animals to exercise mental capacities that are otherwise little used in typical captive environments and to express control over their environments (Meehan & Mench 2007; Clark 2013) — both factors suggested here to be important for boredom specifically. Meehan and Mench (2007) invoked the old concept of ‘eustress’ (ie stress that is somehow good for the animal), suggesting the temporary frustration or anxiety that might be induced by challenge would ultimately be beneficial if the animal is able to meet the challenge. A total lack of such stress could be considered a component of ‘boring’ situations, explaining why boredom can induce seeking of even typically aversive stimuli, as described above. Cognitive challenge is a way of providing mild, short-term ‘stress’ or increased arousal that is less likely to be harmful to the animal than some sensation-seeking behaviours are. Csikszentmihalyi (1975) proposed that, for humans, working on a task that is well-matched to one’s abilities such that it is very challenging but achievable leads to an enjoyable state of complete engagement that he termed ‘flow’. Cognitive enrichment that is successfully matched to the animals’ abilities might similarly promote the type of engagement that prevents boredom. Cognitive enrichment also has the added benefit that it does not need to involve intense stimuli that would affect other individuals within the enclosure.

Finally, we can consider whether we can help to prevent boredom by rearing animals in ways that would make them less susceptible. One consideration is the hypothesised role of attentional deficits in intrinsically caused boredom in humans. Both Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder and damage to parts of the brain involved in selective attention are associated with high boredom proneness in humans; this link is believed to be due to difficulties in engaging with stimuli resulting from these conditions (Eastwood et al 2012; Burn 2017). Raising animals that are likely to express such deficits in attention regulation should therefore be avoided, because if the same relationship exists in non-humans, they might be prone to boredom that is not affected by enrichment. Impulsivity, which is related to attention regulation disorders, can be induced by early life adversity in both humans (Lovatto 2013) and rats (Wood et al 2006; Toledo-Rodríguez & Sandi 2011) and selected for genetically in animals (eg dog breed differences: Fadel et al 2016; ADHD rodent models: Hayward et al 2016), indicating that it is possible to use both breeding and early life management to reduce these problems.

Animal welfare implications

The limited evidence we have, together with evolutionary theory and the similarity between situations faced by many captive animals and those that induce boredom in humans, suggest that these animals may experience boredom-like states. This pervasive human experience, while sometimes mild and likely functional, spurring exploration and learning, can have severe and even life-threatening consequences when people are unable to exert control to change the situation that rouses it. It is worth investigating the extent to which a similar phenomenon is expressed in animals; given the conditions in which they are frequently kept, it might well be one of the most common problems affecting the health and welfare of zoo, laboratory, farm and companion animals worldwide. Using indicators such as hyperresponsiveness to stimuli and changes in time perception and applying them to a wide range of species could allow us to better understand a potential root cause of various behavioural problems in captive animals, and therefore to develop more effective solutions, addressing the issue
before these ‘downstream’ effects develop. Ultimately, this should help us in working towards providing captive animals with “a life worth living” (FAWC 2009).
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